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lnrtrallze Z to the empty set.



For each 1 in L if 90) then



~8°2



add equations (1) and (2) to 2. For each Ii and I] in L if li  I]



N803



then add equation (3) to Z. For each ii and I} in L if Ii  lj



N804



then add equation (4) to Z. For each ii and l] in L if li  theta lj



N805



then add equation (5) to 2.
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METHOD OF DETERMINING THE STABILITY OF TWO DIMENSIONAL POLYGONAL SCENES



li)=0] betWeen li and 11- and adding it to Z; for each 1,; 1]



contained in L, if 1i:j-lj, instantiating [o(I(ll-, lj), lj)=0] betWeen li and 11- and adding it to Z; for each ll, 11- contained



in L, if liselj, instantiating [6(li)=6(lj)] betWeen li and 11- and adding it to Z; for each ll, 11- contained in L, if lpqlj,



BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION



instantiating [oat-)0; l]-(p(p(li),l]-))~o] betWeen li and 11- and



1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates generally to a method for



adding it to Z; instantiating [E=—1] betWeen all 1 of L and adding it to Z; and determining the stability of the scene



determining the stability of tWo dimensional polygonal



based upon Whether Z has a feasible solution.



scenes and, more particularly, to a kinematics based method



Also provided are a computer program product and pro gram storage device for carrying out the method of the present invention and for storing a set of instructions to carry out the method of the present invention, respectively.



for determining the stability of tWo dimensional polygonal scenes Which designates each scene in a sequence of scenes as either stable or unstable.



2. Prior Art Methods are knoWn in the art for determining the stability
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



These and other features, aspects, and advantages of the



of a collection of blocks. These methods differ from the one



methods of the present invention Will become better under



presented here in that these prior methods use an approach based on dynamics Whereas the method presented herein is based on kinematics.



stood With regard to the folloWing description, appended claims, and accompanying draWings Where:



Kinematics is a branch of mechanics Which deals With the motion of a physical system Without reference to the forces Which act on that system and Without reference to the precise velocities and accelerations of the components of that sys



FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram depicting various support relations of blocks A, B, C, D, E, and F shoWn in the Figure. FIGS. 2(a) and 2(b) are schematic diagrams of the same scene but With different ground relationships and therefore



tem. Akinematic model takes the form of a set of constraints 25



different stability interpretation.



Which specify the alloWed combinations of positions of system components. The alloWed motions folloW from the possible transitions betWeen alloWed positions.



FIG. 3(a) is a schematic diagram representing a block F resting on tWo blocks G and H that are rigidly attached to a



grounded table top.



In contrast, dynamics is a branch of mechanics Which deals With the motion of a physical system under the in?uence of forces applied to the components of that system. A dynamic model takes the form of a set of constraints



FIG. 3(b) is a schematic diagram representing an attach ment relation betWeen a hand I and a block J.



FIGS. 4(a), 4(b) are schematic diagrams representing a rigid joint, a revolute joint, and a prismatic joint, respec



Which specify the relation betWeen the positions of system



tively.



components and the forces on those components. The motions folloW by relating forces on system components to accelerations of those components and, in turn, to velocities



FIGS. 5(a), 5(b), 5(c), and 5(LD are schematic diagrams Which de?ne differing attachment relations and therefore



different stability interpretations.



and positions of those components. Methods are also knoWn in the art for determining the stability of a collection of line segments and circles. These methods differ from the one presented here in that they are based on a naive physical theory rather than on kinematics. Yet other methods are knoWn in the art for determining the stability of a collection of line segments and circles. While these methods are based on kinematics, they have some fundamental ?aWs Which lead them to produce incorrect results. Lastly, still another method is knoWn in the art for



FIGS. 6(a) and 6(b) are schematic diagrams depicting



different depth interpretations effecting differing stability judgments on similar scenes.



FIGS. 7(a), 7(b), 7(c), and 7(d) are sets of sequential frames of four movies Which Were analyZed by a machine



vision system utiliZing the stability determination method of the present invention. 45



determining the stability of a collection of rectangles. This



FIG. 8 is a schematic ?oW diagram depicting one embodi ment of the stability determination method of the present invention.



method differs from the one presented herein in that it is



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT



based on a heuristic that does not alWays Work.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION



Although this invention is applicable to numerous and various types of scenes, it has been found particularly useful



Therefore it is an object of the present invention to provide a method for determining stability of tWo dimen



in the environment of scenes generated by placing polygons around objects in a video frame. Therefore, Without limiting the applicability of the invention to scenes generated by placing polygons around objects in a video frame, the



sional polygonal scenes Which overcomes the problems of



the prior art. Accordingly, a method for determining the stability of a tWo dimensional polygonal scene is provided. Each polygon
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invention Will be described in such an environment. For the purposes of this direction, a scene is de?ned as a



in the scene includes data representing a set L of line



set of polygons having a relationship to one another. Each



segments comprised of individual line segments 1. The



polygon is represented by a number of line segments, each line segment having tWo endpoints. Preferably, the scenes



method determines Whether the line segments are stable



under an interpretation I. I is a quintuple (g, Si, sf, :6, >


are generated by taking a video sequence as input and outputting a sequence of scenes, one scene for each video input frame. Each scene consists of a collection of conveX



polygons placed around the objects in the corresponding



image. 65



Referring noW to FIG. 1, there is illustrated a scene 100



instantiating [


having a polygons A—F in various positions in relation to a



each ll, 11- contained in L, if list-l]; instantiating [o(I(ll-, 11-),



table top 102. If one Were to look at the scene 100 in FIG.
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1, he or she Would say that polygon A is supported by the table top 102, and hence Will not fall, While polygon B is unsupported, and hence Will fall. Humans have the ability to make stability judgments. The method of the present inven



grounded property, different interpretations of the same scene that specify different attachment relations Will lead to



different stability judgments. FIGS. 5(a)—5(a') shoW four different interpretations of the same scene 500. The inter



tion presents a Way that such judgments can be made



pretations of scene 500 shoWn in FIGS. 5(b) and 5(c) are stable, because polygons K and L cannot move under the



arti?cially, such as by a computer (not shoWn). In FIG. 1, polygon A is supported by virtue of the fact that



force of gravity, While the interpretations in FIGS. 5(a) and



it is above and in contact With the table top 102. This alone is not suf?cient to guarantee stability, for polygon C is also above and in contact With the table top 102 yet is not stable



5(LD are not stable, because polygon L is free to rotate



because it can rotate either clockWise or counterclockwise. 10



joint 410.



An object may require more than one source of support. For



example, in FIG. 1, polygons D and E are not stable, because they can slide off their pedestals, While F is stable. Thus determining the stability of a scene requires analyZing the degrees of freedom of motion of the polygons in the scene and shoWing that no polygon can move under the force of



clockWise in FIG. 5(a) about revolute joint 404 and polygon L is free to translate vertically in FIG. 5(LD along prismatic The World is three dimensional While images are 2D projections of the 3D World. When you see a scene 600, like



that in FIGS. 6(a) and 6(b), it is unclear Whether polygon A 15



gravity.



is in front of, on, or behind the table 102. Like the grounded



property and attachment relations, different interpretations of the relative depth of polygons Will lead to different stability judgments. If polygon A is on the table 102, as shoWn in FIG. 6(a), then the scene 600 is stable. If polygon



So far, the only notion used to explain the stability of a scene is surface-to-surface contact. HoWever, this is insuf



?cient. In FIG. 1, the table top 102 supports polygons A and F and prevents them from falling. But What supports the table top 102 and prevents it from falling? To account for the



A is in front of or behind the table 102, as shoWn in FIG. 6(b), then the scene 600 is not stable. For purposes of this



disclosure, it is assumed that each polygon lies on a plane



stability of the table top, one needs to ascribe to it the



that is parallel to the image plane. Any tWo polygons are said



distinguished property of being grounded, ie of being



to either be on the same layer or on different layers. TWo



inherently supported and not requiring any further source of



support. This property is indicated by the ground symbol



25



202 attached to the table top 102 in FIG. 2(a). In doing so, one analyZes a scene under an interpretation. Some aspects of a scene are visible. For example, the positions,



polygons are depicted as being on the same layer by giving them the same layer index (FIG. 6(a) shoWs both polygon A and the table 102 as having the same layer index 0). TWo polygons are depicted as being on different layers by giving



orientations, shapes, and siZes of the polygons in the scene.



them different layer indices (FIG. 6(b) shoWs polygon A at layer index 1 and the table 102 at layer index 0). TWo



Other aspects of a scene are invisible and subject to inter



polygons can be in contact only if they are on the same layer.



pretation. For example, Which polygons are grounded. This



Thus one polygon can support another polygon by contact only if they are on the same layer.



leads to the possibility of multiple interpretations of a scene, some of Which are stable and some of Which are not. For



The methods of the present invention use an algorithm



example, if the table top 102 is grounded and polygon A is



STABLE (P, I) for determining the stability of a polygonal



not, as in FIG. 2(a), the scene is stable, While if polygon A is grounded While the table top 102 is not, as in FIG. 2(b),
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scene under an interpretation. The input to this method consists of a scene having a set P of polygons and an



the scene is not stable.



interpretation I. The output is a designation of Stable or



In actuality, polygon F in FIG. 1 is also unstable. Because, in the absence of friction, the tWo polygons G and H that support polygon F can slide sideWays along axis X—X. To explain the stability of polygon F, one can hypothesiZe the



Unstable indicating Whether or not the scene is stable.



The primary application that is currently being considered for the methods of the present invention is visual event perception. In this application, a video camera is connected to a computer system and the computer system recogniZes



polygons G and H are attached to the table top 102, as shoWn



in FIG. 3(a). Likewise, suppose that FIG. 3(b) depicts a hand I grasping a block J. To explain the stability of polygon J,



simple actions performed by a human in front of the video



one must hypothesiZe that polygon J is attached to polygon I, even if polygon I is grounded. These attachment relations are indicated by small solid circles in FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b).



blocks. The counter system takes the video input, digitiZes it, segments each frame of the video input into the partici



camera. For example, the human can pick up or put doWn 45



pant objects and tracks those objects over time. A scene is



There are a Wide variety of different kinds of attachment



generated for each frame by placing polygons around the



relations. Each kind of attachment relation imposes different constraints on the relative motion of the attached polygons. In this patent disclosure, three kinds of attachment relations



then generates all possible interpretations for each scene,



human’s hand and other objects in the scene. The computer



checks the stability of each interpretation for each scene and constructs a preferred set of stable interpretations for each scene. With a sequence of such preferred stable interpretations, a pick up event can be recogniZed by detect



are considered, namely rigid joints, revolute joints, and prismatic joints. Rigid joints, indicated by small solid circles, constrain the relative rotation and translation of the



attached objects. FIG. 4(a) depicts a rigid joint 402, hand I grasping block J. Revolute joints 404, indicated by small un?lled circles, constrain the relative translation of the attached polygons but alloW one polygon to rotate relative to the other about the revolute joint 404. FIG. 4(b) depicts a revolute joint 404 betWeen a Washing machine cover 406
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the reverse state change. The approaches to visual event classi?cation of the prior art use motion pro?les rather than



and its base 408. Prismatic joints 410, indicated by small solid circles With small thick lines along one of the joined edges, constrain the relative rotation of the tWo attached polygons but alloW one polygon to translate relative to the other along the direction of the small thick line. FIG. 4(c) depicts a prismatic joint 410 betWeen a draWer 412 and its cabinet 414. Attachment relations, like the grounded property, are subject to interpretation. And just as is the case for the



ing a state change Where the object being picked up starts out being supported by being in contact With the table and is subsequently supported by being attached to the hand. LikeWise, a put doWn event can be recogniZed by detecting
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changes in support, contact, and attachment relations. A prototype implementation has been constructed for the methods of the present invention. FIGS. 7(a)—7(¢0 shoW the results of processing four short movies With this implementation, the movies illustrated in FIGS. 7(a)—7(¢0 are referred to generally by reference numerals 700, 720, 740, and 760, respectively. Each Figure shoWs a subset of the frames from a single movie. From FIGS. 7(a) to 7(a) the movies 700, 720, 740, and 760 have 29, 34, 16, and 16
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frames, respectively, of Which six frames are shown. Each



de?ned from STABLE (L, I) simply by considering each



movies Was processed by a segmentation procedure to place convex polygons around the colored and moving objects in each frame. A tracking procedure computed the correspon dence betWeen the polygons in each frame and those in the



polygon to be a set of rigidly joined line segments on the same layer. The line segments in a scene have ?xed positions and orientations. and TheThe endpoints coordinates of a of line a point segment p are1 denoted are denoted as as



adjacent frames. Such segmentation and tracking procedures are Well knoWn in the art and can be automatically or



p(l) The and position q(l). The of a length line segment of a lineissegment denoted 1asis the denoted position as of



manually carried out by softWare. A model reconstruction procedure Was used to construct a preferred stable interpre tation of each frame. This model reconstruction procedure



used the stability determination methods of the present



10



quantities p(l), q(l), ||l||, c(l), and 6(1) are all ?xed in a given



invention. Each frame is shoWn With the results of segmen tation and model reconstruction superimposed on the origi



nal video image. Referring to movie 700 illustrated in FIG. 7(a), notice that the method of the present invention determines that the loWer block 702 and the hand 704 are grounded for the entire



its midpoint c. The orientation 6(1) of a line segment 1 is denoted as the angle of the vector from p(l) to q(l). The



scene. And p(l) and q(l) are related to "l", c(l), and 6(1) as folloWs: 15



c(l) :



movie 700, that the upper block 706 is supported by being on the same layer as the loWer block 702 for frames 2, 4, and



8, and that the upper block 706 is supported by being rigidly attached to the hand 704 for frames 20, 22, and 24. Referring to movie 720 illustrated in FIG. 7(b), notice that the method of the present invention determines that the loWer block 722 and the hand 724 are grounded for the entire movie 720, that



the upper block 726 is supported by being rigidly attached to the hand 724 for frames 5 and 10, and that the upper block 726 is supported by being on the same layer as the loWer



25



block 722 for frames 21, 24, 26, and 29. Referring to movie 740 illustrated in FIG. 7(c), notice that the method of the present invention determines that the loWer block 742 and the hand 744 are grounded for the entire movie 740 and that the upper block 746 is supported for the entire movie 740 by



An interpretation I is a quintuple 


being on the same layer as the loWer block 742. Referring to



movie 760 illustrated in FIG. 7(a), notice that the method of the present invention determines that the loWer block 762 and the hand 764 are grounded for the entire movie 760 and that the upper block 766 is supported for the entire movie



g(l) indicated that line segment 1 is grounded. The assertion l-i 1 indicates that the position of the intersection of 1i and 35



?xed. Collectively, i, SJ, and :6 describe the attachment relations.



IF lii lj-Alisj- lj-Alisel, then 1,- and l- are joined by a rigid



joint 402. If lisiljArsjfjAii not Self, then 1, and 1]. are



4 SUPPORTED(x) A SUPPORTED( y) A



PICKUP(x, y) A j (q ATTACHED(x, y); ATTACHED(x, y)) j a SUPPORTED(x) A SUPPORTED( y) A PUTDOWN(x, y) 2 j (ATTACHED(x, j y); A ATTACHED(x, y))



l]- is ?xed along 1,. The assertion li]- 1]- indicates that the position of the intersection of 1i and l]- is ?xed along 11-. The assertion liselj indicates that the angle between 1,- and l]- is



760 by being rigidly attached to the hand 764. The prototype implementation Was given the folloWing lexicon When processing the movies 700, 720, 740, and 760 of FIGS. 7(a)—7(a):



45



joined by a revolute joint 404. If 1,- not silj-Alisj-lj-Aliselj, then 1,- and l]- are joined by a prismatic joint 410 that alloWs l]- to slide along 1,. IF liil]-Ali not ]-l-Aliel]-, then 1,- and l]- are joined by a prismatic joint 410 that alloWs 1,- to slide



along 11-. If 1,- not sill-Ali not sill-Ali not :61], then 1,- and l] are not joined. Finally, the assertion li>


Essentially, these de?ne pick up and put doWn as events



and 11- are on the same layer.



Where the agent (hand) is not supported throughout the event, the patient (block) is supported throughout the event,



An interpretation is admissible if the folloWing conditions hold:



and the agent grasps or releases the patient, respectively. The



methods of the present invention correctly recogniZe the



For all 1,- and 11-, if Ii:



movie 700 in FIG. 7(a) as depicting a pick up event and the movie 720 in FIG. 7(b) as depicting a put doWn event. More



For all 1i and 11-, list-l]- if lj-sj-li.



importantly, the methods of the present invention correctly recogniZe that the remaining tWo movies 740, 760 of FIGS. 7(c) and 7(a) do not depict any of the de?ned event types. Note that systems of the prior art that classify events based on motion pro?les Will often mistakenly classify these
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endpoint of either line segment. >


events because they have similar motion pro?les. An algorithm used in the methods of the present invention



pretations are considered. Let us postulate an unknoWn instantaneous motion for each line segment 1 in a scene. This can be represented by



to make a determination of stability for a given score Will



noW be described. The algorithm, named STABLE (P, I), that determines Whether a set P of polygons is stable under



an interpretation I is determined by reducing the problem to



an interpretation I. Thus, the algorithm STABLE (P, I) is



Se is symmetric. For all 1i and 11-, if li>


last tWo movies 740, 760 as either pick up or put doWn



determining Whether a set L of line segments is stable under



:11], or li>


11-.
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associating a linear and angular velocity With each line segment 1. Such velocities are denoted With the variables c(l) and It is assumed that there is no motion in depth so the >
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segments, then there Will be 3n scalar variables, because c has X and y components. Assuming that the line segments



x(p(lj)), y(p(lj)), x(q(lj), and y(q(lj)), let [3 be the vector



containing the elements x(c(li)), y(c(li)), 6(li), x(c(lj)), y(c



are rigid, ie that instantaneous motion does not lead to a



(11-), and 6(l]-), let y be the vector Where



change in their length, one can relate



and q(l), the



instantaneous velocities of the endpoints, to c(l) and 6(1), using the chain rule as folloWs: 6 p(l)



6146(1)) 51(1) =



and let D be the matrix Where Dkl=aotk/a[3l, o(I(ll-, lj- , 11-) can be computed by the chain rule as folloWs:



145(1)) +



6W) 145(1)) + 6146(1))



Note the p(I(ll-, 11-), 11-) is linear in (3(1), 6(1), c(lj), and 6(l]-)



Where each of and are linear in c(l) and 6(1). Each of the components of an admissible interpretation of



because all of the partial derivatives are constant. The Si constraint can then be formulated as folloWs: if



a scene can be vieWed as imposing constraints on the



list-l1, then



instantaneous motions of the line segments in that scene.



The simplest case is the g property. If g(l), then



F300” 11'): 1i)=O 'c(1)=0



(3)



(1) And the s]- constraint can then be formulated as folloWs: if



and



1i:111-, then é(1)=0



(2)



Note that equations (1) and (2) are linear in c(l) and



F360» 11'): 1j)=O



(4)
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Again, note that equations (3) and (4) are linear in c(li), 6(1),



Let us noW consider the listl- and lisjlj- relations and the constraint that they impose on t e motions of li and 1-. First,



and 6(l]-).



the intersection of the li and 11- is denoted as I(li,l]-). Iil We let



Let us noW consider the liselj relation and the constraint



that it imposes on the motions of li and 11-. If liselj, then



600410,-



(5)



Again, note that equation (5) is linear in 6(1) and 35



The same-layer relation li>


then I(li,l]-)=A_1b.



penetration of one by the other. An instantaneous penetration



Next, let us denote by p(p,l), Where p is a point on 1, the fraction of the distance Where p lies betWeen p(l) and q(l).



touches the other line segment. Without loss of generality, let



can occur only When the endpoint of one line segment



us assume that p(li) touches 11-. Let 5 a denote a vector of the same magnitude as p rotated counterclockwise 90°.



Recall that K1,, 1]) is the intersection of li and 11-. Thus p(I(ll-, i]- , 1,) is the fraction of the distance of that intersection



Let (I be a vector that is normal to l in the direction 45



point along 1,. Next, let us compute p(I(li, 1]), 1), Which is the change in p(I(ll-, 1]), 1,). Let 0t be the vector containing the



elements X(P(1.-)), y(p(l)), X(q(1.-)), y(q(l)), X(P(1,-)); y(p(l)),



If Oépél, let us denote by l(p) the point that is the fraction p of the distance betWeen p(l) and q(l).



x(q(lj)), and y(q(lj)), let [3 be the vector containing the



elements x(c(li)), y(c(li)), 6(li), x(c(lj)), y(c(lj)), and 6(lj), let y be the vector Where
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And let us denote by l(p) the velocity of the point that is the fraction p of the distance betWeen p(l) and q(l) as 1 moves. Let 0t be the vector containing the elements x(p(l)),



y(p(l)), x(q(l)), and y(q(l)), let [3 be the vector containing the



and let D be the matrix Where Dkl=aotk/a[3l. o(I(ll-, 1]), 1,) can



elements x(c(l)), y(c(l)), and 6(1), let y be the vector Where yk=al(p)/aotk, and let D be the matrix Where Dkl=aotk/a[3l. Again, by the chain rule:



be computed by the chain rule as folloWs:



Note that p00,, 1].), 1,) is linear in (50,), 6(1), (50,), and 60,.) because all of the partial derivatives are constant.



Similarly, p(I(ll-, 11-), 11-) is the fraction of the distance of the intersection of li and 11- along 11-. Next, let us compute o(I(ll-, 11-), 11-), Which is the change in p(I(li, 11-), 1-). Let 0t be the vector



containing the elements x(p(li)), y(p li)), x(q(li)), y(q(li)),



Again, not that l(p) is linear in c(l) and 65



because all of



the partial derivatives are constant. An instantaneous penetration can occur only When the



velocity of p(li) in the direction of o is less than the velocity
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of the point of contact in the same direction. The velocity of



of course, be understood that various modi?cations and changes in form or detail could readily be made Without



p(li) is p(li) and the velocity of the point of contact is



departing from the spirit of the invention. It is therefore



l]-(p(p(li, 11)). Thus if lpqlj and p(li) touches 11-, then 1.30002ij(P(P(1i)>1j))'0 (6) Again, note that inequality (6) is linear in ¢(1,), 6(1), c(l]-), and 6(1).



intended that the invention be not limited to the exact forms described and illustrated, but should be constructed to cover all modi?cations that may fall Within the scope of the



appended claims. What is claimed is: 1. A method for determining the stability of a tWo dimen



We noW Wish to determine the stability of a scene under an admissible interpretation. Ascene is unstable if there is an



sional polygonal scene, each polygon in the scene compris ing data representing a set L of line segments comprised of individual line segments 1, the method determines Whether



assignment of linear and angular velocities to the line segments in the scene that satis?es the above constraints and decreases the potential energy of the scene. The potential energy of a scene is the sum of potential energies of the line segments in that scene. The potential energy of a line segment 1 is proportional to its mass times y(c(l)). We can take the mass of a line segment to be proportional to its length. So the potential energy E can be taken as ZkL||l||y (C0))-
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the line segments are stable under an interpretation I, Where I is a quintuple ]-, s6, > and Where g is a property of line segments While St; s; :6, and >


prising the steps of:



_



initialiZing a set Z of constraints to an empty set;



The potential energy can decrease if e


for each 1 contained in L, if g(l), instantiating [¢(1)=0] and [?(l)=0] and adding them to Z;



(7) is consistent With the above constraints. Note that E is linear in all of the c(l) values. Thus the stability of a scene under an admissible interpretation can be determined by a reduc tion to linear programming.
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for each Ii, 11- contained in L, if 1i: ilj, instantiating [o(I(ll-, lj), li)=0] betWeen li and 11- and adding it to Z; for each Ii, 11- contained in L, if 1i:j-lj, instantiating [o(I(ll-, lj), lj)=0] betWeen li and 11- and adding it to Z;



'



for each Ii, 11- contained in L, if liselj, instantiating [6(li)= 6(lj)] betWeen li and If and adding it to Z; for each Ii, 11- contained in L, if li>


This leads to the folloWing algorithm STABLE (L,I) for determining Whether a set L of line segments is stable under



an interpretation I Where I=.



p(li)~o§lj(p(p(li), lj))~o] betWeen li and 11- and adding it



In summary, the method of the present invention for determining the stability of a scene can be summariZed by reference to the ?oWchart of FIG. 8: At step 800: InitialiZe the set Z of constraints to the empty



to Z;



instantiating [E=—1] betWeen all 1 of L and adding it to Z; 35



set; At step 802: For each element 1 contained in L, if g(l), instantiate equations c(l)=0 and 6(l)=0, and then add them to



Z has a feasible solution.



2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the determining step comprises passing Z to a linear programming solver. 3. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of



Z; At step 803: For each Ii, 11- e L, if list-l]; instantiate the



outputting a logical value indicative of Whether or not Z has



equation p(I(ll-, lj), li)=0 betWeen li and 11- and add it to Z;



a feasible solution.



At step 804: For each Ii, 11- e L, if lisj-lj, instantiate the



equation p(I(ll-, lj), lj)=0 betWeen li and 11- and add it to Z; At step‘ 805:~For each Ii, 11- e L, if liselj, instantiate the equation 6(li)=6(l]-) betWeen li and 11- and add it to Z;



4. The method of claim 3, Wherein the logical value is a



binary logical value. 45



At step 806: For each Ii, 11- e L, if li>


6. Aprogram storage device readable by machine, tangi



to Z; At step 807: Instantiate the equation E=—1 betWeen all 1



bly embodying a program of instructions executable by the machine to perform method steps for determining the sta bility of a tWo dimensional polygonal scene, each polygon



e L and add it to Z; and At step 808: Pass Z to a linear programming solver as understood by one skilled in the art. At step 810 a test is done to determine if Z has a feasible



in the scene comprising data representing a set L of line



segments comprised of individual line segments 1, the 55



810b). These designations can take on any number of forms. Preferably, a binary logical value in Which case 1 indicates



initialiZing a set Z of constraints to an empty set;



scene (or vice versa).



for each 1 contained in L, if g(l), instantiating [¢(1)=0] and [6(l)=0] and adding them to Z;



It Will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the methods of the present invention disclosed herein may be



embodied and performed completely by softWare contained in an appropriate storage medium for controlling a com While there has been shoWn and described What is con



sidered to be preferred embodiments of the invention, it Will,



method determines Whether the line segments are stable under an interpretation I, Where I is a quintuple  and Where g is a property of line segments While Si, sf, :6, and >


segments, the method comprising the steps of:



a stable scene and a logical value of 0 indicates an unstable



puter.



5. The method of claim 4, Wherein the outputting step comprises outputting a logical 0 if Z has a feasible solution and outputting a logical 1 if Z does not have a feasible solution.



equation p(li)~o§lj(p(p(li),lj))~o betWeen li and 11- and add it



solution. The method outputs a designation indicating Unstable if there is a feasible solution (step 810a); otherWise the method outputs a designation indicating Stable (step



and determining the stability of the scene based upon Whether
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for each Ii, 11- contained in L, if 1i: ilj, instantiating [o(I(ll-, lj), li)=0] betWeen li and 11- and adding it to Z; for each Ii, 11- contained in L, if 1i:j-lj, instantiating [o(I(ll-, lj), lj)=0] betWeen li and If and adding it to Z;
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12 for each ll, 11- contained in L, if 1i: ii]; computer readable program code means for instantiating [p(I(li,lJ-), li)=0] li



for each ll, 11- contained in L, if liselj, instantiating [6(li)= 6(1)] between li and 11- and adding it to Z; for each ll, 11- contained in L, if li>


and 11- and adding it to Z;



for each ll, 11- contained in L, if 1i:jij, computer readable program code means for instantiating [p(I(ll-, lj), lj)=0]



to Z'



between li and 11- and adding it to Z; for each ll, 11- contained in L, if lilselj, computer readable



instantiating [E=—1] between all 1 of L and adding it to Z; and determining the stability of the scene based upon whether Z has a feasible solution.
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7. The method of claim 6, wherein the determining step comprises passing Z to a linear programming solver. 8. The method of claim 6, further comprising the step of



l]-(p(p(li),l]-))~o] between li and 11- and adding it to Z; 15



9. The method of claim 8, wherein the logical value is a



binary logical value.



comprised of individual line segments 1, the method deter mines whether the line segments are stable under an inter



pretation I, where I is a quintuple (g, Si, -, s6, >


computer program product comprising: computer readable program code means for initialiZing a set Z of constraints to an empty set;



for each 1 contained in L, if g(l), computer readable program code means for instantiating [


6(l)=0] and adding them to Z;



computing readable program code means for instantiating [E=—1] between all 1 of L and adding it to Z; and computer readable program code means for determining the stability of the scene based upon whether Z has a feasible solution.



10. The method of claim 9, wherein the outputting step comprises outputting a logical 0 if Z has a feasible solution and outputting a logical 1 if Z does not have a feasible solution. 11. Acomputer program product embodied in a computer readable medium for determining the stability of a two dimensional polygonal scene, each polygon in the scene comprising data representing a set L of line segments



for each ll, 11- contained in L, if li>


outputting a logical value indicative of whether or not Z has a feasible solution.



program code means for instantiating [6(li)=6(lj)] between li and 11- and adding it to Z;



12. The computer program product of claim 11, wherein the computer readable program code means for determining the stability of the scene comprises computer readable program code means for passing Z to a linear programming solver.



13. The computer program product of claim 11, further 25



comprising computer readable program code means for outputting a logical value indicative of whether or not Z has a feasible solution.



14. The computer program product of claim 13, wherein the logical value is a binary logical value. 15. The computer program product of claim 14, wherein the computer readable program code means for outputting a logical value indicative of whether or not Z has a feasible solution comprises computer readable program code means



for outputting a logical 0 if Z has a feasible solution and outputting a logical 1 if Z does not have a feasible solution. *



*



*



*



*
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